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General Gaming Terms
Nevada defines gambling games by
characteristics and by specific games.
Pursuant to Nevada statutes, a gambling
game is “any game played with cards, dice,
equipment or any mechanical,
electromechanical or electronic device or
machine for money, property, checks, credit
or any representative of value, including,
without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, faro, monte, roulette, keno, bingo,
fan-tan, twenty-one, blackjack, seven-and-ahalf, big injun, klondike, craps, poker, chucka-luck, Chinese chuck-a-luck (dai shu), wheel
of fortune, chemin de fer, baccarat, pai gow,

beat the banker, panguingui, slot machine,
any banking or percentage game or any other
game or device approved by the
Commission…” NRS 463.0152. While many
news stories and blogs have argued that
poker is not a gambling game, Nevada statues,
and statutes in many other states, classify
poker, when played for money, as a gambling
game by law.
Qualifications for Licensing
In 1953, the Nevada Legislature established
standards for determining whether an
applicant was qualified to hold a gaming
license. An applicant was unsuitable if he or
she was: (a) convicted of a felony, larceny,
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narcotics violation, or firearm violation
within the past five years; (b) under 21 years
of age; or (c) an alien. These standards
proved unworkable. The standards for
criminal activity prevented the gaming
authorities from assessing other facts. The
prohibition against aliens was, at best,
protectionism and possibly unconstitutional.
The age restriction did not provide for
unusual circumstances.
Today, the modern system for assessing the
qualifications of applicants enables gaming
regulators to exercise discretion within
guidelines established by law, regulation and
precedent. While serving the interest of the
state, this system sometimes creates
problems for a potential applicant. Because
the criteria are not quantified, there is no
definite method to assess whether a
particular applicant is “licensable.“ Before
filing an application, the potential applicant
and his attorney should assess the applicant’s
character and past before filing for licensure
or suitability.
Gaming authorities now follow licensing
guidelines in each of several categories. They
examine the following:
• character of the individual applicant;
• financing of the proposed operation;
• business competence of the proposed
operators;
• suitability of the location;
• ownership of location;
• multiple licensing criteria, if applicable;
and
• conduct during the investigative process.
An applicant for a state gaming license has
the burden of proving his qualification to
receive a license. 1 Accordingly, the applicant
must provide evidence to satisfy each of the
criteria. This section discusses these criteria.
The Character of the Applicant
In 1973, the Board issued a bulletin listing
the criteria under which an applicant might
be found unsuitable. Those criteria, still
applicable today, are:
• conviction of a felony or misdemeanor
involving violence, gambling, or moral
turpitude;

• an unexplained pattern of arrests showing
a lack of due regard for the law;
• a failure to prove good character, honesty
and integrity;
• association or membership in organized
crime;
• association with unsuitable persons;
• prior unsuitable operation of a casino;
• conduct constituting a threat to the public
health, safety, morals, good order and general
welfare of the State of Nevada and the
industry; or
• conduct reflecting discredit upon the State
of Nevada or the gaming industry.
A regulation adopted in October 1975, now
codified in the statute, established additional
standards for business competency and
source of funds. 2 The applicant must have
business competence and experience for the
role or position for which the applicant seeks
a license.
The standard for source of funds requires
that funding for the entire operation is
adequate for the nature of the proposed
operation and is obtained from a suitable
source.
The applicant must satisfy the Commission
that prior associations “do not pose a threat
to the public interest of this state or to the
effective regulation and control of gaming, or
cause or enhance the danger of unsuitable,
unfair or illegal practices....” 3 Commission
Regulation 3. 090(1)(b) places the burden on
the applicant to show his associations “will
not result in adverse publicity for the State of
Nevada and its gaming industry.”
Neither the Gaming Control Act nor the
regulations defines “association.” One court
noted “the word ‘associate’ is not of uniform
meaning but is, rather, vague in its
connotation.” 4 For example, do incidental
contacts with known criminals constitute
association? What about involuntary
contacts? What if the applicant had no
knowledge of the other person’s
unsuitability? These questions often become
problematic issues for an applicant.
The Nevada courts have never directly
defined the term “associate” as it applies to
unsuitable persons. Other courts, however,
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have defined associations to constitute more
than incidental contacts with unsuitable
persons.
While interpreting a regulation prohibiting
police officers from “associating” with
criminals, one court defined the term to mean
more than “incidental contacts” between
police officers and known criminals. 5 The
issue in another case was whether a parolee
violated his parole by “associating” with
undesirable persons. 6 In interpreting the
term the court defined “association” as more
than incidental contacts. The court
interpreted “association” as to mean “to join
often, in a close relationship as a partner,
fellow worker, colleague, friend, companion
or ally.”
This concept of “association” is consistent
with the Commission’s treatment of the issue
in recent licensing hearings. The Commission
has consistently distinguished between
“associations” and “acquaintances.” Only
volitional relationships predicated upon a
united purpose or concerted action subject
the applicant to increased scrutiny.
The New Jersey Supreme Court has
similarly held that unknowing associations
are not a permissible basis for a finding of
unsuitability. 7 The court stated that after an
applicant is aware of the unsuitability of an
association, the failure to dissociate is a
knowing association.
In the New Jersey case, the state’s Casino
Control Commission found that the founder of
a casino company was unsuitable. Among the
reasons was a recurring and enduring
relationship with an individual who allegedly
had ties to organized crime.
The applicant sought judicial review. In
upholding the agency decision, the court
noted that it is “not critical of a proposition
denouncing guilt adjudication predicated
solely on unknowing or otherwise innocent
association and is sensitive to the difficulties
defending against such a premise.”
The concept of unsuitable “associations,”
while difficult to define, is essential to the
maintenance of the integrity of the regulatory
system. In that respect, the applicant must be
willing and able to defend every association
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he has had over his lifetime. While he will not
have to defend acquaintances, his defense of
the relationship must focus upon the
following factors:
• the nature and intensity of the
relationship considering factors like:
o type of relationship, i.e., business or
friendship;
o knowledge of the second person’s
unsuitability;
o whether the relationship was voluntary;
and
o frequency or involvement of the
relationship;
• the applicant’s attitude and actions after
becoming aware of the concern by gaming
authorities with the relationship;
• the influence or control over the applicant
by the other persons; and
• the nature of the concern about other
persons and how that concern poses a threat
to the public interest.

Past Criminal Activities
No definitive tests are available to
determine whether a person with a history or
criminal activities can receive a gaming
license.
As stated previously, the Commission
examines other factors in addition to past
criminal activities. As such, convicted
criminals have received gaming licenses.
Likewise, gaming authorities have denied
licenses to persons never convicted of a crime
but who failed to show that they have not
been involved in criminal activities.
Decisions show that the gaming authorities
consider several facts in assessing whether to
deny an application based on prior criminal
activities. These include:
• the nature of the crime (criminal activities
involving gaming crimes or moral turpitude,
such as thievery or embezzlement, are very
significant);
• mitigating or extenuating circumstances;
• proximity in time of the criminal activity;
• age at time of the criminal activity;
• a pattern or high frequency of criminal
activity; and
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• honesty and forthrightness of the
applicant in disclosing the past criminal
activity to gaming investigators.

Financing
The Board scrutinizes the financing for any
purchase or construction of a Nevada casino.
The Board and Commission assure that the
source of funds is suitable and that the
proposed financial arrangements are
adequate for the proposed operations.
The applicant must show there is adequate
financing available to pay all current
obligations and that working capital is
adequate to finance the opening. 8 In many
instances, the criteria for determining
whether the financing is adequate are
subjective. The decision depends on several
factors, including the size of the casino; the
nature of past operations; the condition of the
facilities; and the amount of debt service.

Conduct During the Investigation
Applicants must make full and true
disclosure of all information requested by the
Board during the investigation. 9
The applicant’s conduct during the
investigation may easily become an area of
concern to the Board for a variety of reasons.
If the applicant attempts to hide or
mischaracterize a past transgression, the
Board may question the applicant’s current
credibility. Making an untrue statement of a
material fact in any application or statement
to the Board is alone grounds for denial. 10 If
the applicant is not cooperative, the Board
may question whether such an attitude is
indicative of the applicant’s attitude toward
the laws and regulations. If the applicant
keeps disorganized and incomplete financial
and personal records, the Board may
question the applicant’s ability to account
properly for taxes.
For these reasons, the applicant increases
the probability of obtaining a license by
preparing in advance for the investigation
and cooperating fully with the agents. The
applicant should organize in advance all
records routinely reviewed by the Board’s
agents. 11 The applicant should implement a

system to expedite the production of
documents requested by the agents. The
applicant should be available on short notice
to answer questions. Failure to supply
information requested within five days after
receipt of the request is grounds for delaying
consideration of the application. 12 Most
importantly, the applicant should be candid
and complete in answering agents’ questions.

Business Competency of Applicant
Business competency of an applicant is a
varying concept that depends on the type of
application, nature of the applicant’s
involvement in operations, type of operation
and organization structure. Ed Olsen, a
former chairman of the Board, developed a
method for assessing business competency,
which is useful today.
“You had to take into consideration what
type of an investment or enterprise the guy
was going into,” Olsen said. “If he was going
into a little club, then you took a look at his
technical experience and knowledge. On the
other hand, if you were going into an
investment in a corporation or big business,
such as running a hotel, then his particular
knowledge of gambling is immaterial. But for
the little guy that’s going to open a table in
Reno, he’s going to be hit by some of the most
enterprising and brilliant cheaters in the
world ... So you had to take into consideration
his ability to protect himself as well as protect
the state.”

The Licensing Process
Completing and filing an application is the
first step toward obtaining a Nevada gaming
license. 13 Applications must be made on
forms approved by the Board. These forms
elicit basic information about the applicant’s
antecedents, habits, character, criminal
record, business activities, financial affairs
and business associates for the years
preceding the date of filing of the application.
The required forms for a gaming license can
be obtained from any office of the Board or
the Board website. The packet consists of the
forms listed below.
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The Application Form asks for the identity
of the applicant and the type of license or
approval sought. If the applicant is a
corporation or partnership, it must file a
Form 2. An application for registration by a
holding or intermediary company is made on
Form 3.
The Personal History Record elicits basic
information about the personal history of the
applicant. On that form, the applicant is
required to disclose his personal, familial,
educational, marital, civil litigation, criminal
and residential information. This form also
requires employment history, licensing
background and character references.
A Release of All Claims form holds the State
of Nevada and its gaming regulators free from
all lawsuits and other claims arising out of the
application or the investigation process.
Finally, the applicant is asked to sign an
Applicant’s Request to Release Information
form. Any person to whom this form is given
is requested to provide gaming authorities
with information, regardless of privilege.
The Personal Financial Questionnaire, asks
for financial information about the applicant.
This information covers the amount and
source of investment in the gaming
establishment, tax information, bankruptcy
disclosures, salary information and a
statement of assets and liabilities.
The applicant also is required to provide an
Affidavit of Full Disclosure. In the affidavit,
the applicant attests to be the sole owner of
the interest for which he is seeking a license.
The applicant also attests that no undisclosed
party has any interest in any respect,
including through such circumstances as
anticipated future transfers, finder’s fees,
commissions or undisclosed financing.
Fingerprint Cards are necessary to verify
the applicant’s identity and investigate any
criminal background.
Limited partnerships also must submit a
“gaming purpose” statement, proposed as an
amendment to the Articles of Incorporation
or Certificate of Limited Partnership, to take
effect after licensing. 14
To avoid any confusion or
misunderstanding, the applicant should give
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particular attention to completing the
Personal History Record and Personal
Financial Questionnaire. 15 The Board and
Commission are generally very unforgiving
and suspicious of applicants who make
significant errors in their initial applications.
Guy T. Hillyer, a former member of the Board,
pointed out to attorneys the importance of
precision and thoroughness in preparation of
the application. “Assist your client in the
preparation of the application so as to
completely disclose all relevant facts as much
as humanly possible. Do not allow your client
to play cat-and-mouse with the investigative
agents.”
Nonrestricted Applications
Besides the application forms, an applicant
for a non-restricted license must prepare and
submit the following additional
documentation and information:
• proposed Internal Control System;
• First-Year Cash Flow Projections;
• Statement of Pre-Opening Cash;
• Pro-forma Balance Sheet;
• proposed Surveillance System;
• Minimum Bankroll; and
• if the applicant seeks to acquire an
existing casino, a contract provision
“satisfactory to the Commission” providing
for full payment of fees and taxes that the
present casino operator may owe. 16
An application is not “complete” until the
applicant submits substantially all required
information. The Board will not assign an
“incomplete” application for investigation,
nor will it consider it in the queue for aging
purposes. 17

Initial Documents
The investigation of an applicant usually
begins with the request for basic financial
documents. A well-advised applicant will
have these documents compiled at the time of
filing the application. When the investigation
begins, there will not be any delay while the
applicant scrambles to retrieve documents
and, where necessary, order duplicates from
banks and other places.
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The Investigation
Those who have never been the target of a
government investigation—and even those
who have—are often surprised at the scope
and depth of a Nevada gaming license
investigation. As a former White House
presidential assistant, the author can attest
that the Nevada gaming license investigation
is far more extensive and intrusive than the
highest U.S. security clearance investigation.
Applicants are asked to explain and
sometimes justify personal behavior and
business transactions dating back several
years. Some refer to the investigation as the
most trying experience of their lives. When
they file an initial application, they have only
one assurance: if they have any
transgressions in their pasts, Nevada’s
gaming agents will most likely dig them up.

Investigative Team
The head of the Investigations Division of
the Board is the Chief of Investigations. The
Chief has the responsibility for assigning,
overseeing and coordinating the various
investigative teams. Assisting the chief are
two deputy chiefs, one each located in Las
Vegas and Carson City.
An investigative team can consist of as few
as one agent or as many as a dozen. The size
of the team depends on the complexity of the
investigation, time requirements and other
considerations. On major investigations, the
team consists of a senior agent, one or more
financial agents and one or more background
agents.
The highest-ranking member of the team
usually is an experienced agent whom the
Board has promoted from the ranks. This
person has direct responsibility for the daily
activities of the agents involved in the
investigation. The ranking member provides
guidance to the agents in his charge and
formulates the investigative strategy.
Financial agents, who usually hold degrees
in accounting, are responsible for
investigating the applicant’s current financial
status, past financial activities, general
business probity and the financial status of
the proposed gaming operation.

Background agents typically consist of
retired or former law enforcement agents.
They are responsible for investigating the
applicant’s background, general reputation
and personal and business associates.
The Initial Interview
The investigation begins with an initial
interview of the applicant by the agents. This
is the first opportunity for the applicant to
meet with the agents who will be handling
the investigation. It gives the agents an
opportunity to explain procedures and
demystify the process. The agents review the
initial application forms line by line with the
applicant to assure there are no unintentional
omissions, mistakes or typographical errors.
The agents also will make their initial request
for documentation.

The Investigation
Background investigators have very broad
powers. They can inspect premises. They also
can demand access to records for the purpose
of inspection, audit, examination and
photocopying. 18 They may review civil
lawsuits and criminal charges. No set rules
exist about how far back in the applicant’s
past the investigators may search. Although
the focus may be on the last 10 years, if
pertinent, they may review a transgression
that occurred 20 years ago.
The two primary purposes of fieldwork are
to verify the information provided by the
applicant and to uncover information that the
applicant may not have revealed. Because of
the nature of fieldwork, an applicant may not
have much contact with the background
investigators. They are often working with
other law enforcement agencies, and
conducting extensive interviews to learn the
character of the applicant.
Their investigation goes beyond a mere
check of the applicant’s police record. The
agents investigate the applicant’s business
and personal associates and methods of doing
business. The agents review civil court
records to determine the types and nature of
all civil litigation involving the applicant and
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to ensure that the applicant has fully
disclosed the litigation.
All investigations involve standard checks
of court and agency files. Schools and
universities are contacted to verify education.
Military information is verified with the
respective branch with attention on any
disciplinary or other derogatory information.
Marital information is reviewed with
attention to divorces. This is important
because divorces often are acrimonious and
the files contain allegations of wrongdoing.
Moreover, former spouses and court
documents often are sources of information
relevant to the investigation. For example,
pleadings in a custody case may attack the
competency of the applicant based on illegal
activities, such as drug use. In a divorce, the
pleadings may allege hidden assets, sources
of income, or other information inconsistent
with the application or the applicant’s tax
return, or which are related to illegal
activities
Background investigators also verify
criminal information on the applicant. Most
important are the circumstances of all arrests
or detentions and whether the applicant
revealed all of them. Many law enforcement
agencies keep extensive records.
Investigators may discover that the applicant
failed to reveal a criminal record by checking
court records. The major sources, however,
are police records and law enforcement
information systems. These include local
sheriffs, local police, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, customs and immigration,
organized crime task forces, other gaming
regulatory agencies, and liquor and other
privileged license agencies. Other sources of
law enforcement information are computer
data bases maintained by different law
enforcement agencies.
Among the types of law enforcement
information available are arrest reports,
incident reports, field interrogation reports,
and intelligence reports. Police records often
have information that was not presented to
the court because the witness could not be
found or the police failed to follow
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constitutional guidelines in obtaining it.
Unlike criminal actions, license applications
are not burdened by the same rules about
what can be considered. For example, the
court cannot consider a detailed sworn
statement by a witness who is now
unavailable to testify. A regulatory agency
may use such information when considering
an applicant’s request for a privileged gaming
license.
Whether the prosecutor dropped the
charges against the applicant, or even if the
applicant was acquitted, is not conclusive in a
licensing investigation. Standards for granting
gaming licenses and standards for proving
criminal guilt are different. The same incident
reviewed in the same light may be insufficient
to justify a criminal conviction, but may be
sufficient to deny a gaming license. Criminal
background checks do not end with the
applicant, but may extend to the applicant’s
family, friends, business partners and
associates.
Records of civil court proceedings often
provide information that proves relevant to a
background or financial investigation. These
lawsuits may contain allegations of
unscrupulous business practices and the
identity of persons who have had
unsatisfactory business experiences with the
applicant. Evidence of disposition of the civil
cases is also important. Cases end for many
reasons. Sometimes the person seeking relief
abandons the case. He may realize that he will
lose, or that the other person does not have
the money to pay even if he wins. The case
also may become too expensive or time
consuming. Other cases may settle. Terms of
the settlement may suggest the validity of the
allegations. For example, if the person sued
pays a substantial portion of the amount
requested, it may show that the allegations
have some merit.
Beyond the nature or omission of civil
lawsuits, a review of litigation may reveal that
an applicant abuses the civil court system to
gain economic advantages. The existence of
many lawsuits may show a pattern of using
the judicial system to avoid or compromise
legitimate debts.
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Besides criminal and civil court records,
governments keep information on people,
much of which may be relevant to the
person’s suitability as a gaming licensee. For
example, the consumer affairs division of a
state government may have complaints filed
by customers of the applicant’s business that
contain allegations of fraud, or deceptive
trade practices. Similarly, the equal
opportunity employment offices may have
complaints alleging sexual or racial
discrimination in the workplace.
Governments usually have a considerable
amount of public information on corporations
and partnerships. Individual applicants for
casino licenses often have extensive business
backgrounds. These may involve prior and
contemporaneous businesses. Reviewing
corporate information from these businesses
may reveal the applicant’s associations. Often
whether a person acted as an incorporator,
director, or officer is public information that
can be found through government offices,
such as a corporate register or secretary of
state. These searches may reveal
corporations not listed on an application.
Corporate books contain a wealth of
information. Incorporation papers show the
date of incorporation, and number of
authorized shares. Subsequent filings usually
show the list of initial officers and directors
and any changes to them, along with dates of
each change. The corporate minutes contain
information on significant events, such as
major acquisitions or loans, and the hiring or
firing of key personnel.
Verification of employment history also is
done for many reasons. It establishes the
person’s experience in a particular area.
Verification also is a vehicle to explore the
applicant’s honesty. Here the investigators
often go beyond the stated reasons for
changing employment and decide if other
reasons exist. On paper, the stated reason
may be a reduction or change in staffing,
when the employer fired the person because
of suspected theft. Employers who have
reason to suspect that an employee is stealing
may not use that reason to fire the employee
because they fear that they may get sued for

doing so. If another legitimate reason is
available to fire the person, they may seize
the opportunity to use that excuse. An
investigator may take advantage of the
applicant’s release of all liability to convince
the employer to detail the facts leading to the
applicant’s firing or resignation.
The applicant is likely to have more
frequent contact with the financial agents
than with the background agents, as the
production of financial documentation plays a
major part in the investigation.
The financial agents use these documents
for a variety of reasons. If the applicant
provides part or all of the financing for the
gaming establishment, these records
determine the adequacy of the applicant’s
resources and the suitability of his sources.
The records are beneficial to the agents since
financial records often reveal the identities of
the applicant’s associates and his financial
arrangements with those persons. The agents
also scrutinize sources of income and records
of payments through these documents.
The applicant must often identify the
source of bank deposits or the nature of
payments reflected on cancelled checks. Some
of the other tasks regularly performed by
financial agents during their investigation
include:
• tracing primary holdings to their original
sources;
• verifying personal income information to
confirm that current holdings are consistent
with income disclosed to the tax authorities;
• preparing a cash flow analysis; and
• verifying the applicant’s net worth.
Similar to criminal and civil background,
financial agents initially review 5 to 10 years
of financial records. Although, the agents
usually focus on the last 10 years, an
applicant has no assurances that the agents
will not review a transgression that occurred
20 years ago.
A source of funds analysis traces where the
applicant receives income and the source of
funds from which assets are purchased. The
regulatory goal is to assure that the applicant
is not a front for unsuitable individuals who
are financing the acquisition of a casino. It
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also provides insight into the applicant’s
business and associations.
Bank records are the most common
vehicles for establishing source of funds,
provided all accounts are revealed. Bank
statements are the beginning points because
they contain both deposits and withdrawals.
Deposits often reveal sources of income. All
deposits are reviewed to learn if they are
ordinary, such as biweekly salary deposits, or
extraordinary, such as the one-time sale of an
automobile. Large extraordinary deposits
should be verified by reviewing source
documents. Particular attention should be
made to large cash deposits. While good
reasons may exist for an applicant to deposit
cash into an account, it is also the easiest
method by which criminal activity may be
hidden because it has no trail. Whether an
applicant made an extraordinary deposit in
cash can be determined by reviewing a
teller’s cash sheets.
Standard bank records that investigators
may review include (1) signature cards
showing who is authorized to use the bank
account, (2) monthly statements showing all
activity on the account, including deposits,
withdrawals, and checks paid, (3) canceled
checks, and (4) deposit tickets showing a
breakdown of checks, cash deposited, and
identification of the checks. The applicant
may have other documentation that will
greatly help in the investigation, such as
check registers, copies of all checks deposited,
and the canceled checks.
Many persons also use check record
programs on their home computers, such as
Quicken, which can generate several reports.
Computer programs also may generate net
worth reports that investigators may use to
compare with the application. A better
source, however, is a review of a bank’s loan
files. Most loans require the applicant to
make some level of disclosure of assets to
qualify for the loan.
Bank accounts are the usual, but not
exclusive, place into which funds can be
deposited. Other possible depositories
include brokerage accounts and savings and
loans associations. An investigator should
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review all accounts before conducting a cashflow analysis or reconciling income to
expenses.
A principal concern of many regulators is
the protection of state tax revenues.
Applicants who intentionally fail to pay other
taxes, such as federal income tax, may be
unqualified to hold a gaming license. A
primary method of investigating whether a
person fully pays federal income tax is to
compare cash flow with reported income.
This requires the investigator to identify all
bank and other accounts that the applicant
has used for personal transactions during the
relevant period. They can derive this
information from the application, tracing the
flow of funds, credit checks, review of
correspondence, bank checks, and other
methods. Once they identify all accounts, the
investigator will then total all deposits, and
deduct transactions that do not involve
taxable income (e.g., sale of a car for less than
the purchase price, transfers between
accounts, the principal amount on repayment
of loans, etc.). If a substantial difference
remains, the investigator may confront the
applicant for explanation of the difference.
Beyond this, tax returns provide information
on sources of income, verify businesses, and
provide information on associations.
The agents have many ways of detecting a
potential problem. Once any inkling exists,
the applicant must expect the problem to be a
major focus of the investigation. Licensed
persons applying in a new capacity are
usually “updated” by an investigation that
concentrates on the time period since they
were last licensed or found suitable.
Interim Interviews
The agents may request to interview the
applicant during the investigation for a
variety of reasons. Most often, agents ask the
applicant to explain or clarify a business
transaction. However, the agents may use the
interim interview to confront the applicant
with information that the agents deem to be
damaging or incriminating. For this reason,
the applicant should always prepare for an
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interim interview and should be represented
by counsel.
In special cases, the Board may conduct
investigative hearings during the course of an
investigation. 19 At these hearings, the
applicant may present evidence relevant to
an issue that arose during the course of the
investigation.
Role Of Counsel During The Investigation
At the very least, the necessity of counsel is
critical during the licensing process. Legal
counsel plays three important roles during
the investigation. First, counsel serves as the
“point man” for coordinating the agents’
requests for documents or information.
Requests are usually made by letter to the
applicant with copies to his counsel, or by
telephone call to counsel. The speed and
accuracy of the assembly and transmission of
requested information has a direct impact
upon the length and cost of the investigation.
By coordinating the production of documents
and information, counsel can review the
materials for responsiveness, clarity,
accuracy and completeness. The applicant’s
level of preparation and cooperation largely
determines the length of the investigation.
Counsel’s second role is that of an
“observer.” If requests are made without
notice to the applicant’s counsel, the
applicant should inform counsel of the
request. By analyzing the nature of the
information requested and observing the
direction of the investigation, counsel can
make educated guesses about the agents’
concerns or areas of interest. With this
knowledge, the applicant has the ability to
dispel any misconceptions and to prepare
ahead of time any necessary rebuttal for the
Board and Commission hearings.
Counsel’s third role is that of a “presenter.”
An applicant’s counsel, being familiar with
the Board and Commission hearings, will be
presenting and introducing the applicant in
front of the Board and Commission. A
detailed summary of the hearing procedures
is discussed later in the chapter.
The Closing Conference

Near the end of the investigation, the
applicant is given a final interview or closing
conference. At this interview, the agents
question the applicant about any unresolved
or unclear areas encountered during their
investigation. By this time, however,
questions are usually minimal. Of greater
importance to the applicant, the closing
conference is an opportunity for the agents to
advise the applicant of their “areas of
concern.” These are areas that the agents will
identify as relevant to the applicant’s
suitability in their summary to the Board.
The time period between the closing
conference and the Board hearing is usually
the most hectic. After evaluating the areas of
concern raised during the closing conference,
the applicant and his counsel must
investigate and address each area of concern.
This process may include interviewing and
preparing witnesses and gathering
documentation for introduction as exhibits.
Also, the applicant and his counsel should
also anticipate any other issues that may be
raised during the Board hearing. Finally, the
strategy for the Board hearing is developed
and coordinated with any other applicants
and their witnesses.

The Summary
At the end of their investigation, the agents
prepare a confidential written investigative
summary report for the Board. The summary
is not available to the applicant. It contains
the results of the investigation and sets forth
areas of concern. The summary contains a
synopsis of interviews, summaries of court
and police records and financial analyses. In
longer and more involved investigations, a
summary can be 200 pages or more.

Rump Session
After the preparation of the summary
report but before the Board hearing, Board
members will meet with the agents in a
closed meeting to discuss the application.
This meeting, called a “rump” session, allows
Board members to question the agents on the
contents of the summary. This session helps
the Board focus on and define the legitimate
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areas of concern. It also assures that the
agents conducted an adequate investigation.
The Board also formulates questions to ask
the applicant and masters the information on
the applicant and the application.

The Hearings And Decision
The Board will not act upon an application
unless the Board Chairman determines that
the act or involvement sought by the
applicant will occur within six months after
the Commission hearing on the application. 20
For example, the Board will not hear an
application to open a casino until at earliest
six months before the opening date.
There are three exceptions to these time
classifications. First, applications for public
offering or private placements of securities
are exempted. Second, the Commission can
waive the time restrictions by a vote made
after application to and recommendation
from the Board. Third, the time classification
does not apply to a preliminary
determination of a location’s suitability for
the conduct of gaming.
Due to the nature of the application process,
applicants often face a decision as to whether
to invest substantial funds in a casino project
before licensing. While the Commission will
not predetermine an applicant’s suitability, it
will, in extraordinary circumstances, make
preliminary determinations of a location’s
suitability. 21 This is done by applying on
forms designated by the Board after obtaining
the written consent of the owner of the
location. To obtain a predetermination, the
application must:
• describe in detail the existing or proposed
gaming operation;
• explain the circumstances justifying
preliminary determination;
• contain a certificate that the applicant
notified the local city or county that it is
seeking an application for preliminary
suitability; and
• include a filing fee of $500. The Board may
require additional fees. 22
The Commission, upon the
recommendation of the Board, makes a
preliminary determination of the suitability
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of the location. The decision is based only on
facts disclosed at the time and may be limited
or conditioned. The approval expires after 12
months unless a complete application for
licensing is submitted within that time
period. A preliminary determination cannot
be sold or assigned. 23

The Board Hearing
The Board licensing hearing is on the
Board’s monthly meeting agenda. The agenda
is divided into sections based upon the types
of items. For example, hearings on
applications for restricted licenses start at a
certain time, usually 9:00 a.m. Individual
agenda items are not heard at set times;
rather the items are taken in order according
to item number. Although applicants are
given a time to be present for their hearing,
they should be prepared to wait, sometimes
for several hours, for their hearing.
Once the agenda item is called, the
applicant and legal counsel take their places
at the podium. All applicants must attend
unless the Board Chairman has waived their
appearance. The Executive Secretary of the
Board reads the agenda item as to who or
what is properly before the Board for
determination.
Where possible, counsel should work with
the agents before the submission of the
agenda item to assure its accuracy. An error
in the agenda item may cause the Board to
delay the hearing until the next regularly
scheduled meeting to allow for the correction.
This delay may be mandated by the Nevada
Open Meeting Law, 24 which prohibits the
consideration of matters in a public meeting
that are not accurately described in the
posted agenda.
Once the agenda item is read, counsel and
the applicant identify themselves for the
record. Each applicant and witness may be
then sworn. Ordinarily, the Board allows the
applicant to affirmatively prove his
suitability. To this end, the applicant’s counsel
may proceed with an opening statement, call
witnesses on behalf of the applicant and
submit briefs and exhibits. All briefs and
exhibits should be submitted to the Board at
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least three days before the hearing to give
Board members an opportunity to review
them.
During the presentation, the applicant may
affirmatively address areas of concern raised
by the agents. The applicant and his
witnesses may also be subject to intense
examination by the Board members.
After the applicant presents his case, the
Board has the prerogative to question the
applicant about any aspect of his personal or
business life that impacts on his suitability.
Although Board members generally use the
investigative summary as a guide for their
questioning, they are not constrained to the
summary.
The procedure seems strange to a nongaming attorney. Unlike the typical court
case, where the attorney contends with
opposing counsel before a neutral judge or
jury, counsel in the Board hearing presents
his case to the same agency serving as both
investigator and decision maker.
Gaming counsel’s job is difficult because the
applicant cannot examine evidence contained
in the written summary prepared by the
agents. The applicant is unable to investigate
or verify either the source or the accuracy of
any information contained in the summary.
Moreover, the case presented against the
applicant need not conform to any of the
traditional rules of evidence. For example,
unlike a typical court case, weight can be
given to hearsay (statements by persons who
do not have personal knowledge of the stated
information but who learned of it from
another person).
The Nevada Supreme Court in 1988
affirmed that an applicant for a state gaming
license in Nevada does not have right of
access to the Board’s confidential
investigative report before the hearing on its
application. 25
Irving “Ash” Resnick was an employee of
the Dunes Hotel & Casino in 1984 when the
Commission determined he must obtain a
license because he exercised significant
control over that entity’s gaming operations.
Before the hearings on his application,
Resnick petitioned the Commission for a copy

of the Board’s investigative report. The
Commission issued an order denying the
petition.
Resnick sought judicial review. He
requested an order reversing the
Commission’s order and a declaratory
judgment construing Nevada law 26 to allow
pre-hearing discovery of the Board’s
investigative materials. The court granted
neither request, holding that it lacked
jurisdiction to grant such relief.
The court held that Nevada law, 27 which
permits the applicant to call, examine and
impeach witnesses, introduce exhibits, crossexamine opposing witnesses and offer
rebuttal evidence at his hearings, does not
permit prehearing discovery of the Board’s
investigative report. The right to crossexamine witnesses, the court reasoned, does
not confer upon the applicant the right to
materials that would help him in crossexamination. Furthermore, the legislature has
provided sufficient procedural safeguards to
protect the applicant’s rights and could have
provided for prehearing discovery of
investigative materials if that was its
intention.
By submitting to the Board’s procedures
and rules, counsel for the applicant faces an
enormous task. Counsel must attempt to
anticipate all matters that may be contained
in the investigative summary. So prepared,
counsel must address, rebut, or explain all
areas of concern and, finally, meet the burden
of proving suitability.
The applicant must be careful to be
absolutely truthful in his answers and not
shade past events to put them in their most
favorable light. This aspect is essential.
“The failure of an applicant to admit a past
transgression during the investigation or
hearing does two things in my opinion,” said
former Board Member Gerry Cunningham.
“First, it detracts from or even changes the
issue from that which is being discussed to, is
the applicant a liar? Secondly, it causes a past
issue to have contemporary significance and
thus lose any salvation or forgiveness that
may be inherent or deserving with the
passage of time. In my opinion, the creation of
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the belief, perceived or otherwise, that an
applicant is being untruthful is an almost
automatic denial.”
Once the Board determines that it has
sufficient evidence to make a decision, it
generally permits the applicant to present
any further evidence and a closing statement
either in person or through counsel.
Board members will then discuss in the
open meeting the relative merits of the
applicant’s suitability. Board members are
candid regarding their individual thoughts
about the applicant, the evidence and the
witnesses. Some of their statements often
make newspaper headlines.
As noted, all matters discussed during the
course of Board hearings are “absolutely
privileged” by law and, thus, do not impose
liability for defamation or provide other
grounds for recovery in a civil action. 28
After the discussion, one of the Board
members makes a motion. The most common
motions are to:
• continue the matter;
• refer the matter back to staff;
• recommend denial of the application;
• recommend approval of an unlimited and
unconditional license;
• recommend a license limited to a fixed
duration, e.g., one year; or
• recommend a license with conditions.
The Board then votes on the matter and
sends its recommendation to the
Commission.

Commission Hearing
Although the Commission has the final
authority to deny or approve a license, its
hearings are generally shorter in duration
than the Board’s. Commission members
receive a full transcript of the Board’s
hearings before their meeting. They need only
to ask about matters not covered in the
agents’ summary or in the transcript.
The Commission hearing is similar to the
Board hearing. The Chairman conducts the
Commission hearing. Items are heard as listed
on the Commission’s agenda but may be
taken out of order at the chairman’s
discretion. 29 The Executive Secretary reads
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into the record the title of the matter and the
applicant and witnesses are identified and
sworn. As with the Board hearing, attendance
by the applicant is mandatory at the
Commission meeting except those:
• whose appearances the Chairman has
waived;
• having restricted applications and having
received unanimous Board approval; or
• selling an interest in a licensed gaming
establishment to another individual licensed
at the same establishment, provided both
parties have complied with all conditions
recommended by the Board. 30
The applicant ordinarily is given the
opportunity to prove his suitability. The
applicant may call witnesses and present
documentary evidence. The Commission will
not generally consider documents unless the
applicant files the original and eight copies of
the document with the Executive Secretary at
least eight calendar days before the
hearing. 31 The failure to file documents
timely may result in the deferral of an
application.
The Commission, of course, can ask
questions or seek clarification of any point.
The Commission Chairman has the authority
to rule on all procedural and evidentiary
matters that arise either in or between
meetings. 32 The Chairman’s authority can be
temporarily abrogated by a simple majority
of the Commission. 33 At least one member of
the Board will be present at the hearing to
respond to questions from the Commission.
The applicant may make a closing
statement at the end of all discussion.
Thereafter, the Commission will close the
public hearing. Commission members may
then discuss, in the open meeting, the merits
of the applicant’s suitability or possible
conditions to the license.
After the discussion, one of the Commission
members will make a motion. The most
common motions are:
• to continue the matter;
• to refer the matter back to the Board;
• to deny the application;
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• to approve the application with or without
conditions or for a limited or unlimited
duration; or
• a combination of the foregoing. The
Commission has the statutory authority to
deny an application on any ground it deems
reasonable.
The Commission’s voting rules are different
from those of the Board, where a simple
majority determines the action taken. If the
Board has given a favorable recommendation
on an application or had a tie vote, a simple
majority of votes by the Commission will
determine the action of the Commission. If
the Board has recommended denial of the
application, the Commission must have a
unanimous vote to approve the application. 34
The Commission must take action on the
application within 120 days after the Board’s
recommendation.45 If it fails to do so, the
application is deemed approved. The
Commission routinely requires applicants to
waive the 120-day rule if a continuance is
necessary.
If it denies an application, the Commission
must prepare and file a written decision
setting forth the reasons for its action. No
written decision is necessary after approval
of an application.

Judicial Review
A denied applicant for a Nevada gaming
license has no recourse against the
Commission to seek a reversal of the adverse
decision. This is contrary to the practice
before most administrative bodies where the
courts can review a decision to determine
whether the agency acted arbitrarily.
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